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This lecture
● What do I mean by a data-rich document?

○ Data-centric TEI encoding

● Cursus: Medieval Benedictine Liturgical Service Books
● Livingstone Online: LEAP
● Records of Early English Drama: eREED
● William Godwin’s Diary
● Stationers Register Online



What do I mean by a data-rich document?
● All documents have some amount of data in them which could be interpreted and 

then encoded and annotated by someone
● By data-rich I mean filled with lots of instances of text that might potentially be 

annotated, or groups of documents with shared inter-related data
● For example, a text with lots of named entities might be viewed as ‘data-rich’ 

because you might encode all those names of people/places/orgs/events/objects 
and it is when they are marked up that they really become ‘data’ 

● Another example might be financial records, where you have lists of items where 
there is a quantity of objects for a particular price per object and total cost

● Of course there are lots of other types of data in all sorts of other forms



Data-centric TEI encoding
● TEI does not make you choose between forms of encoding (you can do a 

diplomatic transcription in <sourceDoc> and an interpretative one in <text> 
simultaneously)

● Similarly, there are those whose TEI encoding focuses more on the features of the 
physical document, and those who care less about that and more about what data 
they may be able to extract for further processing

● Just because it is possible to mark up (say) <damage/> to a document, does not 
mean you have to if the nature of the physical document does not interest you



Cursus Project
● AHRB-funded project (2000-2003) at University of East Anglia to produce 

resource of medieval liturgical texts and explore XML publication possibilities
● Principal Investigator Professor David Chadd and Dr James Cummings produced 

editions of 12 medieval manuscripts
● Desire of research project to investigate and compare order of antiphons, 

responds, and prayers in these manuscripts which detail order of service in 
different places in England

● Project produced full copy of Corpus Antiphonalium Officii, Vulgate Bible, and 
other supplementary information 

Original URL: http://www.cursus.uea.ac.uk/
Working URL: http://cursus.org.uk/

http://www.cursus.uea.ac.uk/
http://cursus.org.uk/
















Cursus Project Timeline of Challenges
● 2000-3 – Main Cursus project completed
● 2003 – I moved Oxford, project continues with Richard Lewis taking over 

technical development for 3 years
● 2006 – In November 2006 the Principal Investigator Professor David Chadd died
● 2009 – ‘Climategate’ (hacking of emails relating to climate change data) caused 

UEA to close all off-campus access
● 2010 – Richard and I unable to access server when it went down, later server 

replaced, website vanishes.
● 2016 – After 6 years of negotiation I get confirmation of CC+BY+NC license of 

data, allowing Richard and I to put it up elsewhere
● TEI P4 XML data was safe but (until 2016) not stored in open repository, 

although freely available on original site it had not been explicitly licensed



Livingstone Online: LEAP 
● Project, led by Dr Adrian Wisnicki (UNL), 2013-2017 to:

○ re-develop the Livingstone Online website,
○ update all underlying materials to TEI P5 XML under a single TEI 

customization, and
○ produce critical edition of David Livingstone’s final manuscripts (1865-73), 

including multi-witness texts
○ created detailed project documentation, including full TEI P5 ODD 

customization, information about funding, including project difficulties and 
lessons learned

○ Multi-spectral imaging of difficult to read texts
● All materials released openly, more than just a digital edition, but an archive of all 

related material including project materials and reports



















LEAP Project Challenges
● Planned alpha launch (March 2015) plagued with problems (UCLA developers 

difficulties in implementing in their chosen solution of Islandora in conjunction 
with Fedora backend)

● Other project partners did additional work before beta launch, development 
proceeded in halting fashion, lots of missed deadlines, failed to meet expectations of 
agreed specification

● After beta launch LEAP team made hard decision to ask UCLA to leave the project, 
negotiated departure over end of 2015

● LEAP reached agreement for hosting with MITH (Maryland Institute for 
Technology in the Humanities) at University of Maryland and additional developers

● Transfer of project in 2016 only possible because of detailed documentation of 
materials, project specifications, and project reports mentioning these problems



eREED: Records of Early English Drama Online
● For over forty years, REED has worked to locate, transcribe, and edit historical 

documents containing evidence of drama, secular music, and other communal 
entertainment and ceremony from the Middle Ages until 1642, when the Puritans 
closed the London theatres. 

● Along with twenty-seven collections of records in print, REED is building a 
dynamic collection of freely available digital resources for research and education. 
Its new digital publication site, REED Online, launched in March 2017.

● Many of the records are financial in nature, recording payments to performers (or 
in some cases for performers to go away without playing!)

● https://ereed.library.utoronto.ca/

https://ereed.library.utoronto.ca/
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REED Project Challenges
● All the problems of a large international collaboration that has been going for 40 

years (especially main stakeholders)
● Funding, funding, funding – it is hard to get funding year after year to undertake 

basically the same activity, in a new area
● International funding – the home of REED is in Toronto, but it has editors and 

supporters in USA, UK, and other countries. How best to leverage international 
cooperative funding calls but still basically find, transcribe, and edit records. 

● Their TEI is unusual. It isn’t a documentary edition but an encoding of a 
hypothetical printed REED collection. Makes lots of use of <ab> for record 
metadata

● Legacy volumes in mixture of PDF and QuarkXPress typesetting – how best to 
migrate legacy date. 



William Godwin’s Diary http://godwindiary.bodleian.ox.ac.uk
● Godwin was a political philosopher and writer, Mary Wollstonecraft’s husband 

and Mary Shelley’s father
● University of Oxford project (2007-2010) to create digital edition of William 

Godwin’s Diary with funding for project from Leverhulme Trust
● Diaries purchased with Abinger Collection based on National Heritage Memorial 

Fund and donations
● 48 years of diaries in 32 octavo notebooks, written in highly abbreviated daily 

entries
● People’s names often given as initials; little detail of substance of meetings
● networks of relationships with people, and aggregate lists of information able to 

extracted from richly encoded TEI

http://godwindiary.bodleian.ox.ac.uk


















Godwin Project Challenges
● No funding direct to library to support / host, only funding/donations to purchase 

Abinger Collection
● Not adopted into Bodleian project infrastructure during project development 

(even though requested and mandated by funders)
● Single developer (me) who continued to support on best-effort basis after project 

ended in 2010
● Developer, PI, Research Associates, etc. all now at other institutions
● Hosted on old virtual machine infrastructure, software needs occasional restart
● Did not use IIIF (or related standards) for image serving and created bespoke 

pan/zoom image browser using dated Google Maps API
● XML and images available from site, but website code is not in an open repository



Stationers Register Online: http://stationersregister.online

● A project originally from University of Oxford and Bath Spa University led by 
Giles Bergel and Ian Gadd to transcribe first four stationers registers (1557 –
1640)

● These are an invaluable sources for english book history and central to the 
development of copyright. They record the right to print from 1557 until 1923

● Minimal funding to create the underlying data in phase 1 (2013) meant keying 
company made many inconsistencies in creating the TEI files

● A phase 2 project (2016) sought major AHRC funding but was unsuccessful; it 
scraped together minimal funding from CREATe: the RCUK Centre for 
Copyright and New Business Models in the Creative Economy

● CREATe also provided in-kind contributions of a developer responsible for 
creating a new website. 

http://stationersregister.online






● The keying company employed for initial transcription would provide the 
text in “any XML schema”.  They also charged per kilobyte of output!

● We used TEI ODD Customisation to rename all the elements/attributes 
being used to save character space. The schema for this was called tei_corset.

● Overall, including up-converting currency, this saved us about 66% of final 
file space, meaning more budget to do more of registers

●



















SRO Challenges
● SRO wanted to digitise volumes with very little project funding 
● Using a keying company that charged per kilobyte of output but would do it in 

XML led to the create of the tei_corset TEI customisation which shrunk things
● But, XML that came back was inconsistently tagged, so second phase of editorial 

proofing, checking markup, etc. (Bespoke XSLT proofreading view created)
● Having almost no funding, web development was donated by “UK Copyright and
● Creative Economy Centre”. 
● Although we stipulated using eXist-db they only really did so as an XML 

repository, doing all frontend work in JSON which over huge texts is occasionally 
slow and painful.



Conclusion
● All texts have implicit structures in them
● All texts have interpretable data in them

○ Some of that data might be more or less interesting
○ You should avoid “Markup Voodoo” (encoding things because you can, rather than because 

you want to)

● All texts can benefit by additional information, ‘annotation’
○ Sometimes this annotation might be able to be made programmatically

● All projects should make their underlying data available (for methodological and 
preservation reasons)

● All projects should make their TEI ODD Customisation available (it is part of 
your long-term preservation documentation)

● All projects should plan for the unpredictable, unforeseen, project crushing events


